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Q  technique/situationuestionnaire

1. Where is the product going to be installed? 

 □ In the ool?p
  What is the water depth of the pool  .............. cm?  
  Is the floor of the pool sloping? □ Yes □ No       
  If so, what is the slope of the pool  .............. °?  
   .............. % 
 □  edge ? On the  of the pool
  If so, we gladly receive a drawing with a description of the situation

 □ Next to the pool?
  If so, we gladly receive a drawing with a description of the situation 

2. Of which material consists the surface w ere the product is be h going to 
 placed?
  
 □ Concrete
 □ Tiles
 □ Liner
 □ Otherwise, namely ...................................................................

3. Is it possible to drill in the surface?
 
   □ Yes □ No

4  What is the diameter of the water connection. ?
 
 The water connection has a diameter of Ø .............. mm    
 Is the water connection of PVC? □ Yes □ Nomade  
 Otherwise, namely .........................................................................
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Q  technique/situationuestionnaire

5. Accessibility of the site

  In case of an project:□ INDOOR 

  On which floor is the project located:  ...................

  What are the dimensions of the  smallest
  door/passage on site? 
  (So the products can fit through)
  Width:  .............. cm
  Height:  .............. cm

  Are there any stairs?  Yes  No□ □

  What is the ceiling height measured from the 
  floor (or pool bottom) of where the product is 
  going to be installed?  .............. cm

 OUTDOOR□ In case of an  project:

  Is there streetwork on site?
  (So the truck or crane can reach the location
  to unload)  Yes  No□ □

  Are there any obstacles such as railings,
  fences, trees etc?  Yes  No□ □

  Are there any stairs?  Yes  No□ □
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  Date:  

  
  Name:

  
  Signature:

  

  ...........................................................................................  

  
  ...........................................................................................  

  


